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The final exam is cumulative. That is, it will cover all the material in previous exams 

along with the topics of nuclear weapons and particle physics.  You are responsible for all the 

material listed on the study guides for exam one, two and three.  Except for the material on 

nuclear weapons, almost all of the questions on the final will be very similar to questions on the 

three previous exams.  

 You are responsible for everything covered in lecture or in the reading specifically 

including: 

1) The important facts that were presented during the student research presentations. 

2) Any equation that is on our formula sheet and its proper use. 

3) What is the single most significant obstacle a group would have to overcome in order to 

make a simple nuclear weapon? 

4) What is meant by enrichment? 

5) What is the enrichment level for standard fuel for a nuclear power plant? What is the 

enrichment level for a nuclear weapon? 

6) What were the original two types of atomic weapons?  Which one was simplest to 

make?  

7) What are the advantages and disadvantages of using uranium in an atomic weapon? Of 

using plutonium? 

8) What is the major difference between the atomic bombs dropped on Japan at the end 

of WWII and a modern full-sized nuclear weapon? 

9) What was the approximate size of the atomic weapons dropped on Nagasaki and 

Hiroshima in tons of TNT?  What is the approximate size of a full sized modern nuclear 

weapon? 

10) Approximately how many people were killed when an atomic bomb was dropped on 

Hiroshima?  On Nagasaki? 

11) What are the three types of effects from a nuclear weapons explosion? 

12) What is the NPT and what are its three “pillars”? 

13) Who are the five nuclear weapon states according to the NPT?  What countries have or 

probably have a nuclear weapons besides the five officially listed nuclear weapons 

states? 

 


